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Nashville celebrates

NFL pioneer and

the life of the Rev. Dr.

TSU alum "Jefferson
Street Joe" Gilliam

Martin Luther King,
Jr.
Page 10
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nremnessee State University
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State desegregation lawsuit settled after 32 years
The agreement stipulates that all
schools in the University of Tennessee
and Tennessee Board of Regents systems

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor

will make efforts to recruit more students

On January 4, U.S. District Judge
Thomas Wiseman approved the settle
ment of a lawsuit filed 32 years ago with
the
intention
of
desegregating
Tennessee's public colleges and universi
ties.

While the agreement states that
schools no longer will have to achieve
certain percentages of minority students,
Tennessee State University still is in for
many changes over the next few years.

of other races - Black students for histor

ically white schools, more Caucasians
students for historically Black school
TSU.

All numerical quotas and goals are
gone, butTSU's full minority scholarship
remains for white students.

TSU will get $70 million to attract

on the recruitment of non-traditional stu

dents (working students over the age of
25), and will involve a partnership with
Metropolitan Nashville Schools.

dents. Because the minority scholarships
at TSU are geared toward attracting

undergraduate students fresh out of high
school, non-traditional students generally

. Coleman McGinnis, a professor at
TSU, has been involved in the stipulation
of settlement lawsuit for many years. He

are overlooked.

says that the agreement is designed to
make TSU more prestigious and attrac
tive to prospective students in Nashville,
and to enhance the image of the school

not giving up on our heritage and becom
ing a comprehensive, urban university,"

over several years.

he will look at the positive aspects of the

McGinnis also" spoke about other

more non-traditional students, and the

"If we can make it happen, we will
have a model for the rest of the country,

McGinnis said.

TSU President James A. Hefner says

settlement, and believes the plan will

hope is that over time, more minority

HBCUs that have been successful in

benefit TSU.

(white) students will come to TSU.

attracting other races - they did so
through attracting non-traditional stu

See ''Stipulation" on Page 3

Other parts of the agreement focus

fPrivste I3.W school set to TSU R&dio launches in&rketiiig
benefit from Tennessee

mandate, TSU merger
IBy Hillary S. Condon
; Community View Editor
Acenterpiece ofthe plan to attract more white students to
Tennessee State University is a proposed merger with the
Nashville School ofLaw, a small, private law school about a 15minute drive from TSU's main campus,.A merger with TSU

would give NSL a$17 million jump on a law school and would
secure the school's accreditation with the American Bar
Association.

However, it may not help TSU as much as it would NSL.

The stipulation of settlement lawsuit was agreed upon

recently, and the agreement was to increase TSU's white enroll
ment. Amerger with the predominantly white law school would

merge the white graduate population ofthe two schools.
Founded in 1911 by graduates of Vanderbilt University's

law school. NSL was originally started as night classes in
Tennessee state law at the YMCA in downtown Nashville. The
Nashville YMCA Night Law School was

r

incorporated in 1927, and in 1986,
changed its name to Nashville
School of Law. It is now located

near the National Guard Armory
in south Nashville, at 2934
I Sidco Drive.

Virginia Townzen graduated
with honors from NSL in 1996,
and has worked as associate dean
at the Nashville School of Law sinee

September. She says the school's

^administration looks forward to working with TSU's administra! tion.

"We're excited about having this opportunity, and we look
See "Part-time" on Page 2

PHOTO BY HILLARY S. CONDON

TSU Communications professors Barry Gresham and Victoria Sturgeon (back) show TSU
Radio students the new equipment and manuals.
.•
By Dywuan Brown
News Writer

Tennessee l3®te* University is getting some
thing new that will please the faculty and students
for the 2001 spring semester. TSU will now be able

to hear ft'e campusradio station on campus, which
airs on 580 AM.

About four years ago, transmitter lines were
cut throughout the dorms to put new phone lines
within the dorms. There has been a work order in

See "TSU" on Page 3
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News

African students bring new element of diversity, culture to campus
far," he said.
Some African

Editor's Note:

tlTbe iBlctcr will have a series on the
various minority students on campus in
each issue.

The series will discuss the

various activities that they are involved
in on campus and their overall campus
experience here.

feel

that

university should assist in providing
some funds for us African students," said

Larry Elliot, a sophomore civil engineer
ing major from Sierra Leone in West

By Camille Edwards

AFRICAN STUDENTS AT TSU
FALL SEMESTER 1995 - 1999

I) NIGERIA
2) ZIMBABWE

"I believe that the African-American

Adding to the rich diversity of inter
national students here at Tennessee State

University are the African students. The
TSU

revealed that a total representation of 196
students from 25 countries on the conti

nent of Africa have attended this institu

tion from fall 1995 through fall 1999.
Both students and faculty alike
expressed having experienced a welcom

ing atmosphere here and, after making a
few adjustments, have finally been
accepted and adapted to college life.
"I feel highly welcomed here,

though at first I sufferedquite a bit from
culture shock," said Gatbel Chamjock, a
senior biology major from the Sudan.

students are quite ignorant about who we
are and students should inquire before
making unnecessary statements about
Africa."

Elliot is a member of the American

- 37
- 32

3) GHANA - 15
4) KENYA - 15
5) NIGERIA - 13

Africa.

News Writer

Institutional Research Office at

students

financial aid should be more readily
available for international students.
"I see myself fitting into campus life
quite well, however, I believe that the

6) MOROCCO - 12
7) NIGER - 12
8) Other African Countries - 60

Society of Civil Engineers and National
Society of Black Engineers.
Other African students seem to have

an uneasiness about the university, but
eventually leamed how to cope.
"I think I enjoyed the college back
home better, although there are no major
differences between college back home
and here," said Johnson Tot, a freshman
electrical engineering major also from
the Sudan. "I am very content and wel

196

TOTAL

UNDERGRADUATES
GRADUATES

- 128
-

68

Sourcel Institutional Research Office

comed here."

"Upon my arrival [at] TSU, I dis
covered a great deal of apprehensiveness

Mwarabu, a sophomore electrical engi-

a search for a university that was close to

American students towards me, however,

Mwarabu also is a member of the

the student population here at TSU be

him.

astime progressed I managed to obtain a NSBE, the Institute of Electrical and
balanced relationship with a few friends I Electronic Engineers and the Engineering

educated about the different ethnic
groups and in this case particularly

Chamjock came to the United States

as arefugee and discovered TSU through
"I made no hesitation to register for

college, and my interaction with Afncan

-Americans has been relatively good so

ignorance exhibited by the African - neering major from Kenya,

program manager.
" Mwarabu says he truly desires that

became interested in knowing and Technology Student Leadership Africans, in order to reduce the level of
ajj,5 n^y country," said Chris Counsel, where he holds the position as a ignorance being often exhibited.*

Part-time private night school to merge with TSU due to suit settlement
Continued

forward to TSU contacting us and getting
started with the negotiations," she said.
"There's the potential of a good marriage
here."

TSU President James A. Hefner
agrees.

"A law school is very important to an
institution of higher learning," he said.
• "This gives ail of us an opportunity."
^Right now, NSL offers only night

classes part-time, and the entire faculty is
working attorneys andjudges. Affordable
tuition, low costs and ample alumni dona
tions mean the school brings in an aver

age of between $50,000 and $60,000 per
semester, and Townzen says the school is
not in financial need.

Accreditation from the ABA would

simply make theschool - andTSU - more
prestigious and more attractive to poten
tial students.

Negotiations with NSL will begin
this spring, and are scheduled to last at
least eight months.*

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE NASHVILLE SCHOOL OF LAW

Nashville School of Law, located at 2934 Sldco Drive only 15 minutes from TennesseeState University, is
eager to negotiate a merger witiiTSU.

SU Campus Radio exteiids listening area
pontinued from Page 1
[: enect since lasr year lor 15U siuaenis to be able to tune

and to give out T-shirtsand other gifts to students in the
dormitories.

Students say they appreciate tluit the school is get

f in their radios on580AM when thetransmitter lines are. ting radio enhancements to enlighten and entertain the
placed in all dorinitories.

Since Wilma Rudolph Residence Center is the
; newest dormitory on campus, transmitters will have to

I be installed in order to receive the quality of the radio
• station. BarryT. Gresham is the operations managerfor
tlie campus radio station, located within the LRC
Building in room 127, and it has daily operation hours.
In order for students on TSU campus to hear the
radio station, tltere will be new antennae constructed on

school.

"I think that this will be a great opportunity for
students to hear a more hip station coming from its own
student body," said Derrick Hayes, a sophomore from
Cincinnati. Ohio.

never had a chance to listen to it. So this should be a

university, and volume will not be an issue because
everyone will be able to control volume on their own
radio system.

appearon Channel 98. This channel will show listings

campus.

But dormitories and cars will not be the only place
you will be able to hear the campus radio station.
"You would also hear 580 AM in the campus cen
ter because transmitters are within the Floyd-Payne
' Campus Center, too." Gresham said.
The cost of this addition is relatively low for the

By the month of February, or by the end of this
i spring semester, the project of installing new lines
where needed for the transmitters should be complet
ed.

Gresham plans to kick off this new project with
live coverage from each domi during a specific week

until next

Wednesday

"I've been waiting for something like this to hap
pen because I've heard about the radio station, but

delightful treat," said Derrick Hines, a junior from
Memphis, Tenn.
By having access to the radio station, students will
be notified of events happening on campus and gel the
latest .stories happening on campus and all over
Nashville. "Being informed over the radio about par
ties and other listings really grabs someone's attention,
so this should be a great success for the station as well
as the campus," said Jaime Riley, a Student
Government Association representative.
In addition to this new project, there will be a new
cable channel for Tennessee State University that will

top of the LRC building. This will permit students to
also hear the station in their cars when they're near

Can't wait

of schedules of games, events and other activities dial
will occur at the main campus.

for

iileter?
Get

up-to-the-minute
campus news
from

The campus at this time can log on to wM'w.nib'
hIebox.com to tune in to the radio station to sample
what you will be hearing on the radio soon.*

Stipulation decision promises to make TSU more
attractive to Caucasians and non-traditional students
Continued from Page 1

Mtttx

every Thursday
from 5-6 p.m.
through TSU

Campus Radio

"This is a historic opportunity to make TSU be all
that it can be," he said. "I will look at this thing in a

(580 AM or
nibblebox.com)

more positive way, because it is something we can all
take advantageof."
Hefner also said he envisionsTSU as being the best

public institution of higher leaming in Nashville, and
believes the settlement will assist in convincing poten
tial students in the area.

TSU Student Government Association President

Christopher Berry also says that there are positive
aspects to the settlement, but he encourages all students
to read the text of the settlement in its entirety before
making a judgement.

"We aspeople will read the lines, butwe won't read
between the lines," Berry said. "And that's what we

need todo... we need toask, 'Whois thesettlement real
ly for?'"
Berry also said that TSU must stress education and
history instead of emotions surrounding the agreement

PHOTO BY HILLARY S. CONDON

A merger with the NashvilleSchool of Law is a
centerpiece of the settlement agreement.

promote the Avon Williams campus, making it more

new information

attractive to non-traditional students.

McGinnis said an outside consulting firm would be
brought in to study the university's operations, to gauge
financial aid, admissions and other administrative
offices. He says this will benefit all current and prospec

from Tennessee

State University

tive students.

The settlement plan also has the possibility of an
endowment from the state of Tennessee, giving $1 mil
said.
lion a year for 10 years, and matching an additional
Other additions to the plan to make TSU a more endowment of up to $10 million, matching monies
diverse and comprehensive urban university include raised by the school dollar-for-dollar. The endowment
$17 million for a merger with the Nashville School of can be used for anything except capital and physical
Law, a small private university that probably will be improvements.
and the lawsuit.

"TSU will always live on through education," he

housed at what is now known as the Avon Williams
(downtown) campus.

You also can read

An additional $3.75 million is alotted for scholar

shipsfor eveningand weekend students, anda $400,000
With or without a mergerwith the Nashville School marketing campaign will be launched this year.*
of Law, there are provisions for an effortto renovate and

and HBCUs

around the coun

try at www.blackcollege.com!
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! From where I sit: Thanks iHeter folks
These people stayed when
Ambre graduated and I took the
helm. They stayed regardless of

The niillennium is officially here, and with the beginning of
2001 comes the tradilion of New Year's resolutions.
^

the criticism and conflict from

not thankful for the gifts that
God gives to us.

and. sometimes massive argu
ments. They even stayed when
the workload was so heavy on

I am happy to say that this
year I have been blessed with a
new outlook on people, things

State

each of us that we wondered

and situations. I have learned to

University.
Lord, how good does that
feel to say?
For four long years, I have
been waiting and working to say
that one thing. However,
throughout four years, I have
been most shocked by the evolu
tion of this newspaper. If you

how we were going to make it
through.

take the good with the bad and
appreciate the small and big
things that I have been blessed

notice the names that are listed

and other organizations. And,
well ... the others didn't expect

Smiley". "Don't make New Year's resolutions. Make better choic- r
es." However, ifs hard not to get the resolution urge on New j

According

|

to

w^wJiow-to-keep-your-new-years-1

resolution.com, most of us don't have a cJue how to make a rea-1
sonable resolution, which is why most of us fall to keep the ones

we make.

j

We set high goals for ourselves, and then wonder why we \

never attain them. So we either stop setting goals (never a good ^
choice), or make resolutions that are ridiculously easy to keep.

«

tlTfic JflEtcr editorial board decided to make New Ye<ir"s reso- -

lutions. and hopefully we will keep them.
In order to understand New Year's resolutions, it may help to
know where the idea originated from.
The tradition of New Year's resolution's is as old as New
Year's celebrations.

Tlie ancient Babylonians celebrated New Year's Day over
four thousand years ago. although their celebration was in March
rather than in January, coinciding with the spring planting of crops.

I am embarking upon the
last semester of my collegiate
career

at

Tennessee

at the top of this page, the major
ity of the members of the editor

Some of popular New Year's resolutions made are: to exer
cise, to get in shiipe, to be more creative, to save money, to quit
smoking and even to smile more. It is funny to see that some of

ial board have been on the news

paper for three "orfour years.
How many organizations
can say that they have three- orfour-year members?

the JReter editorial board staff made similar resolutions.

Editor-in-chief Mia McNeil promised to be more trulhfiil,
Hillary Condon promised to have no more resolutions for 10 more
years and had a list of goals for 10 years.
Regan Toomer promised herself to get in the graduate school
of her choice - Howard University.

That is a mental, physical
and spiritual feat all by itself.
Obviously, that is not a common

Sparkle Davis promised to exercise, while Sonja Jones

occurrence.

promised to break her habit of drinking Pepsi in excess and to be
more optimistic.
Alan Beard promised lop continue to keep it real, while
Henderson Hill 111 promised to be more optimistic about life and

True,

have

left

when it wasn't always the popu
lar decision. Sometimes, we are

with.

Others became M.I.A. when the

sion to say thank you when I feel
it in my heart, rather than at cer
tain times. So, to the people that
work diligently on the editorial
board and on the newspaper

newspaper served its purpose on
their resumes for jobs or appli
cations for fraternities, sororities

that writing and telling a story,
things that we do every day
when we talk to friends in per
son or on the phone, would be so
hard and so much work.

Excluding those groups of
people, and there are quite a few
who fit into these categories, the
true "soldiers," people who did
n't mind lack of sleep and time,
some mental and paper cuts and

I have also made the deci

staff, to those who work fervent

ly without cease and have
bought into the vision of this

becoming the best newspaper it
can be, I thank you because you
have made it pleasurable to be a
"lifer" of tEIje JSletcr.

I only hope that the next

editor (I know it's killing you
guys to know who it will be) will
feel as blessed and as thankful as
I do.*

From Where I Stand: New settlement, same old deal

The whole Jilrter editorial board staffpromised to graduate in

Hillary S.

2001.

Condon

The keys to achieving success with New Year's resolutions are

to not try to do everything at once and to have a plan with the res

the stipulation of set

the heart of this school.

tlement.

Is it really a victory when
TSU has no racial quota but still
gives a free ride through school
to white students? Maybe it was

Judge Thomas
Wiseman and the other

racist

olution.

The New Year, no matter when people have celebrated it, has j
always been a time for looking back to the past, and more irapor-1

tantiy, forward to the coming year. It is time to reflect on the |

as being "happy" to

View Editor

have the whole ordeal
come to an end, but
few realize how little

quotas.

will change before
most of you will gradu-

Board of Regents will spend

I
e

that is written with the consensus of the'
entire editorial board of
iWttei*. The"
opinions expressed in this article reflect the ~

opinions of the board, not the administra- |j
tion, faculty or staff of Student Piiblications i

better when we could atleast say
that we were forced to give away

Community

S

What We Think is a bi-weekly column \

lawmakers

involved were quoted

changes we want, or often need, if we're to have the motivation to j

or of Tennessee State University.

some

doubted me and followed me

because their priorities and
responsibilities have changed.

have a better attitude.

move forward. •

I ofien thank God for these

people because they have
encouraged me when others

other people. They stayed when
we went through a transition
period where we lost almost half
of our staff. They stayed when
our "family" would have minor

Author lyanla Vanzant said on "BET Tonight with Tavis i
Year's Eve.

a lot of red ink, are still here.

When the stipulation of set
tlement lawsuit was settled earli

er this month, a collective sigh
of dismay was heard around

Tennessee State University, and
for good reason. This week, I
buried myself in research and

articles dating backseveral years
to find out "the real deal" behind

money in order to meet the
state's hypocritical and racist

And now, the Tennessee

millions more to merge with a
Certainly nothing will
change before I graduate inMay.
It was touted as a victory

tiny private school in order to
attract more whites, and millions

more inscholarships fornon-tra

when the agreement removed
the ridiculous 50 percent white,
50 percent other quota, but it
was replaced with a more inva

ditional students.

sive plan, aimed at destroying

See "Settlement" onPage 5

The TBR could help TSU
by spending money where the
school needs help, like faculty

January 17, 2001

Page 5
Forum

Settlement leaves too*'

many students unsettled
Continued from Page 4

ifHeter is currently accepting
applications for a new Advertising

salary raises, fixing the walls and ceilings in the

Manager.

more run-down buildings (anyone who has a class
in the Women's Building knows what I mean) and,

of course, on the student newspaper. A new cam
era and some red pens would really hit the spot in
this office.

If we really need to get rid of some money, I
know a lot of studentswho could use help with the
astronomical book prices, too.

But that win never happen.
When those of us who are graduating in May
retum for Homecoming next fall (and to finally
pick up our refunds), we will fmd that many of the
same problems we see today will still be there.
But not at the Nashville School of Law.

Duties include management of
invoices and incoming advertising
and tear sheet requests.

This one-room schoolhouse, which most of us

had never even heard of before, has plenty of
money, and soon it will have more, courtesy of the

TBR. It has a faculty entirely made up of attorneys
and judges and they teach on the side for fun.
Their meager salaries are just play money.
Few, if any, professors at TSU can say that.
My fervent hope is that this can come to an
end that all parties can be happy with.

If you are interested, please come
by
Jlleter office (Kean Hall,

Soon, TSU's administration will enter into

negotiations with NSL~I just hope the negotiators
realize that the reason they are here is for us, the

Suite 304) or call Mia McNeil at

students. We make this university what it is.
And to most of us, this school means more to

us than just getting the state's money.*

963-5652.

i^leter is published biweekly and is available free to the Tennessee State
University community. Opinions expressed herein are of the writers, not the
administration, the Student Government Association, or the faculty and staff
of Tennessee State University.
Submission Requirements

®I)e iffliEtcr invites submissions by all members of the Tennessee State University community.
Timeliness, clarity of thought, factual accuracy, and interest to the university community will be
factors in selecting material for publication.
All materials must adhere to the following guidelines:

a) All contributions must be typed, double-spaced (submitted on 3.5" disks and hard copy),and
must include the writer's name, telephone number and TSU P.O. Box.
b) Featured articles should not exceed 1,000 words. Opinion length should not exceed 500 words.
Letter length should not exceed 300 words.

c) Sources of factual material should be included. All claims of fact are subject to verification.

d)

jHcter reserves the right to reject letters, articles or ads without explanation, and to edit

those chosen as necessary.
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New Intranet services have

students piping with emotions
By Raynata Reed
News Writer

®l)e Jtleter

currently is accepting
applications for the
following positions:

Students who wanted to register for this semes
ter's classes via the Internet were introduced to the

new "Campus Pipeline" service. Its purpose is to pro
vide a more secure method of accessing information

Campus Pipeline now hosts most of Tennessee
State University's student, faculty and adminis
trative services online.

from both the Intranet and Internet for Tennessee State

University students, as well as to improve the com
munication flow between students, faculty and admin
istrators.

Pipeline, a "one-stop shopping" venue for the
Intranet and Internet, was invested in by the Tennessee
Board of Regents for all TBR schools.
"TSU is the only school fully up and running on
version 2.2. Vol-State is running on the 2.1 version
and the University of Memphis is in the process of
going live," said Samir Ghorayeb, assistant director of
administration at TSU.

Ghorayeb, who was a part of the team that
installed the software, added that there have been "no
glitches or problems with the software...it has been
wonderful."

But despite the successful installation of Pipeline
for TSU use, students express sentiments for the old
web format and are unsure if Pipeline is an improve
ment ovci tljc old liiiks tliruugh Qic www.tmtute.edu
website.

Some TSU students are not particularly happy
with the new format and have experienced some
mixed feelings.
"I don't like it," said Tasha Taylor, a sophomore
biomedical engineering major from Memphis, Tenn.
"I got used to the old one. It takes a while to adjust,
and I thought they had just changed it. It is more per
sonalized, but most people have e-mail through
Yahoo! or another provider. You don't need all the
extra things on the website when you are trying to reg
ister."

Jonathan Bolding, a sophomore psychology
major also from Memphis, Tenn., says "The security
issues were a hassle. The old system was better
because it was easier to get through to the services. I
was used to using it (the old web site), and felt like it
(the new site) was a little more tedious. Why change a
good thing?"
Dr. John Cade, Dean of Admissions and Records,

is on the implementationteam along with Ghorayeb to
make Pipeline accessible to the student body and fac
ulty . He provided insight on the positive attributes of
the Pipeline platform.
'The Pipeline format does not replace the previ
ous TSU site. As a web portal, it provides a secure
means for students,faculty and administrationto com
municate withoutgoing throughthe Internet, which is
world wide, " Cade said.

He describes the system as one that will"enhance

the quality of campus life" and says he hopes the new
system will force students to usetheirassigned TSU eraail accounts. Cade notes that students may addi-

tionally have Hotmail, Yahoo!, and other e-mail
accounts.

"Out of 8,700 students, only about 700-800 use
TSU's e-mail system," Cade said. "By using the
assigned e-mail accounts, it will be easier for students
to receive and send information from any area of the
university...the post office, faculty, administration,
student affairs, records, and other departments."
The posting and retrieval of grades also has been
successful through Pipeline, according to Cade, with
TSU being one of two schools left that still mailed
grades to the students. Now students can retrieve
grades through the web and TIGERS.
"Approximately four to five times as many teach
ers submitted grades this (past) semester than last,"
Cade said.

Other amenities of Pipeline, besides administra
tive services, registraUon and grades, include course
home pages, chat luuuis fui classes, message boards
for classes, academic links and research tools.

Pipelines "campuslife" highlights studentorgani
zations, offers photos of the university, and lists local
and community events in addition to students' person
al web pages.
The enhanced TSU e-mail offers many of the
same perks as more popular providers, including a
more personalized center that allows users to create
address books, retrieve mail from other sources and

include a personal signature on their mail.
Stepping outside of the intranet realm. Pipeline
connects students to the web as well with a plethora of

• Photographers
(preferably with own
camera and reliable

transportation)
• Staff Writers for all sections

• Advertising
Manager, Assistant(s)

• Layout and
Production Designers
• Distribution

Managers, Assistants

links to the "best that the Intemet has to offer" in

music, travel, commerce, Pipeline-only discount
offers, sports, health and more.
As for the drawbacks of Pipeline, Cade says he
does not see any.
"The problems concerning registering and sign

• Artists and

Editorial Cartoonists

ing into the Pipeline format are the result of students
not using or knowing theirlog-onnamesandpin num
bers," Cade said.

He also pointed out that log-on names can be
retrieved on the log-on page if a student does not
know what his or her sign in name is, and a password
0^ be created if a student knows his or her social
security number.

Overall, Cade says he is satisfied with the pro
gram. As for complaints and problems by students, he
notes that, "There is a natural apprehensionto change.
There are going to be problems any time you change
from one thing to another....So far, the Pipelineformat
is proving to be more successful than the web."*

Please come by
^ Ij e ih et e r office

(Kean Hall, Suite
304) or call Mia
McNeil at 963-5652.
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News Briefs
the new method will work efficiently and says the SGA
and Residence Life are excited about the project.
"We have to implement the program in our system
to receive a positive reaction. It will really benefit the
students," Tate said.

TSU main campus
bookstore is robbed
Tennessee State University has become the victim
of a theft. On Dec.6, the main campus bookstore was
robbed. The amount of money could not be disclosed
for security purposes, according to bookstore manager
Steve Treece.

"I cannot reveal all of the security measures that we

Already a popular way to register and check
grades, computers now may be used to register
for campus housing.

By Angela Frierson and Crystal McMoore
News Writers

have taken, but we have placed armed security guards
throughout the store," Treece said. The staff along with
the TSUPD has taken the necessary precautions to pre
vent a reoccurrence of such an event.

Dr. Herman Brady, circa 1994. Brady has served
TSU for 34 years and plans to retire this spring.

"About 48 hours after the robbery, the police were
able to make an arrest and the suspect in the robbery has
been detained," said Treece. Trial dates are being set

Brady leaving the
TSU family

immediately wheremore information will be available.

and Sonja Jones

TSU may experience

News Editor

a fall break

Housing on-line looks
promising

A two day fall break may be in the fiiture plans for
the Tennessee State University family. The Faculty

Senate passed a resolution proposing the idea to Dr.
Augustus Bankhead, vice president of Academic

TheDepartment of Communication is losing one of
its most devoted and beloved professors. Dr. Herman

Brady is retiring after 34 years teacbing at Tennessee
State University. Brady was one of the first students to

participate in the Thomas Edward Poag Players Guild
while he was a freshman at TSU in 1957.

"My best experiences have come from teaching my
students," Brady said. "I find touching the lives of ray
hello to an easier and more efficient method to apply for Affairs. Dr. Andrew McQueen, in the department of
campus housing. According to Brandy Tate, chairper Languages, Literature and Philosophy, said the idea students and guiding them in a positive direction to be
rewarding even though the fruits of my labor are often
son ofhousing for Tennessee State University's Student was brought to life for thebenefit of the students.
Government Association, applying for housing on-line
"I believe that it is a good idea to give the students shown later in life instead of momentarily."
During retirement, Brady says he will do any num
time in order to possibly catch up on school work and
is in the plans for the near future.
things, including community service or construct
ber
of
"The fu-st step by the end of this semester is to get ready for the second half ofthe semester," McQueen
ing
yard
furniture with two of his brothers.*
download the application off-line so that registration on said. The ideais still in the planning stage, according to
line can occur by fall 2001Tate said. Shebelieves that Bankhead.

Say good-bye tolong lines and missing classes and

Attention TSU!!
General Election Applications are available now!!
student Government Association: President, Vice-President, Representative-at-Large (Day or
Evening), Miss Tennessee State University
Class Officers: President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, Representative - at - Large Pay or
Evening), Queen

Graduate Officers: Representative-at-Large (Day or Evening)
Applications are available at the FFCC Information Desk. Completed applications should be returned to FFCC Room 209
by January 31,2001, at noon. No late applications will be accepted. Please see the Student Handbook for eligibility. For
further information, call 963-5037 or 963-5653.
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State schedules its second legal execution in 41 years
Days before

(Left) The gumey in Tennessee's "death chamber/' locat

Workman's

ber from the witness's seating area. When Workman is

ed in north Nashville's Riverbend Maximum Security
Corrections Center. Below, the view of the death cham

executed, the room will be filled with his family mem

bers and the family members of his victims, as weU as

scheduled

attorneys and media representatives.
PHOTOS COUKTESY OF THE TENNESSEAN

execution, old

jurors and
new experts

say he may not
he a murderer
By Henderson Hill III
Community View Writer
In 1981, Phillip Workman was con
victed of the murder of Memphis police
officer Lt. Ronald Oliver, who was killed

during a robbery at a local Wendy's
restaurant, hi 1982 Workman was sen

years. Robert Glen Coe, who was put to and his last words were forgiving the
death lastyearby lethal injection for the state for wrongly killing him.
Workman's defense team has repeat
rape and murder of an eight-year-old girl
edly
pleaded for different levelsof mercy
in 1979, was the first person to be exe

tenced to death, and his execution is

cuted in this state since capital punish

scheduled for Jan. 31, 2001.

ment was reinstated in the 1970s.

If 45-year-old Workman is executed,

Appeals to reopen the case.
The 6th U.S. Circuit of Appeals is

the laststep that is taken before a case is
taken to the U.S. Supreme Court. After a

three-person panel refused the request to
cy hearing the parole board set last reopen the case, Gov. Don Sundquist
in this case, including the initial clemen

Coe was 43 years old at the time of

March. But the defense team withdrew

he will be the second person to be exe

his execution this past April. He, too,

the request for the hearing in an attempt

cuted in the state of Tennessee in 41

maintained his innocence until his death,

to focus on the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of

granted a clemency hearing.

See "Jurors" on Page 9

Fisk, Tennessee State Museum exhibit multimedia art from HBCUs
Woman" oil on fiberboard to Leigh

By Sara M. Caldwell
Community View Writer
When many people think of art,
European painters and sculptors such as
Pablo Picasso and Michelangelo usually
come to mind. But a new exhibit in
Nashville, "To Conserve a Legacy:

American Art from Historically Black
Colleges and Universities, A Portrait of

Hope," may change the minds of those
who previously couldn't relate art to their
lives and experiences.
The exhibit, which opened January
13 and runs through April 1 at Fisk
University's Carl Van Vechten Gallery
and the Tennessee State Museum, fea
tures works from Black artists from the

mid-1800s to contemporary pieces.
Several famous Black artists such as

Georgia O'Keeffe and Aaron Douglas
are included in the traveling exhibit, but
for many art lovers, the inclusion of
works by lesser-known artists is the real
treat. From Jack Wilson's "Negro

dinate the exhibit in Nashville,
told The Tennessean that "the les

Richmond Miller's cyanotype "Portia
Ironing" to Arthur P. Bedou's print son is that through all our trials
"BookerT. Washington in NewOrleans," and tribulations through the
'To Conserve a Legacy" is a visual and years, over 130 years, we have
emotional feast.

The Black experience, from slavery
through the Civil Rights movement to
urbanization, is captured completely
through the eyes of artists.
The exhibit is divided into six

themes: "Forever Free: Emancipation
Visualized," "The First Americans,"
'Training the Head, the Hand, and the
Heart," "The American Portrait Gallery,"
"American Expressionism" and "Modem
Lives, Modem Impulses."
The works included in "Training the
Head, the Hand, and the Heart" were
drawn exclusively from the Fisk collec

been able to preserve a legacy
and also begin the process of
conserving it, whichis in itself an
amazing feat."
One of the few shortfalls of
the Nashville exhibit is that it is

divided between the Fisk gallery
and the Tennessee State Museum,

so two trips are necessary in
order to see all the artwork.

While both buildings show
case the art beautifully, it's too
bad that there wasn't a way to
keep the entire exhibit together.
The exhibit was separated for

tion.

more than one museum in other

The diversity of the subjects of the
art is what captures the mind and soul

cities though, so the people
involved in setup have experi
mented with keeping the themat
ic pieces together.

and makes one realize that "Black art" is

really American art. Lyn Norris, a
Nashville arts advocate who helped coor

See "Exhibit" on Page 12

The exhibit includes Booker T. Washington
in New Orleans, a gelatin silver print in the
Tuskegee University collection.
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Jurors question guilt of

Community Calendar

death row inmate sched
uled to die this month

January 19 - The Diane Lauren Trio (jazz music) will perform on the
Ticketing Level of the Passenger Terminal at the Nashville International

Continued from Page 8

Airport from noon to 2 p.m. as part of the "Arts in the Airport" program.

Workman's lawyers argued tlmt
: new evidence could put Workman's

"guilt into question. The 14 judges on
; the appeals court deadlocked last
month, splitting 7-7.
This destroyed Workman's
chances for a new trial.
In order for Workman to have

. his case reopened, he needed the
majority of the 14 votes. When

r
I

asked about the Governor's stance

Philip Workmar

on the death penalty, Steve Hayes,
the information officer for the Corrections Department, said.
"The governor's stance is that the death penalty is a state law
it will be upheld."

^
Use of the deathpenalty and a "tough on crime" platform
"was a major part of Sundquisfs campaign when he ran for
governorof Tennessee. Sundquist also refused all appeals to
pardon and grant clemency to Coe before his execution last

All performances are free and open to the public.
January 19 - Michael Walker hosts open-mic poetry night at Kijiji
Coffee House, located at 1413 Jefferson St. Open-mic poetry is free, and
is every Friday night from 8-10 p.m.
January 21 - Vesper Concert featuring the Columbia Chamber Choir
in Wightman Chapel at Scarritt-Bennett Center, located at 1008 18th Ave.
South. The concert begins at 4:30 p.m., and is free and open to the pub
lic.

January 26 - Nashville Opera's Mikado opens at 8 p.m. in the
Tennessee Performing Art Center's Polk Theater. The title role is played
by TSU's own Barry Scott, and performances continue through February

3. Tickets range from $12-$50, and are available from Ticketmaster or the
Nashville Opera. Call 832-5242 for more information.

year.

Workman admits that he fired shots at Oliver, but main

tains he did not kill liim. Last month. Workman was allowed

to enter new evidence, including evidence concerning who
actually fired the bullets that killed Oliver.
Dr. Krift Spern,', the chief medical examinerfor the state
of Georgia, is a wifne.ss for Workman.

Sperry examined an X-ray ofthe chest wounds that killed
Oliver. He establishes that
"the bullet that killed Lt.

Oliver did not fragment in
the

victim's

body,

but

FFCC Lobby, between 10 a.m.-2 p.m. For more information, log on to

said.

January 17 - Pre-Alumni meeting at 6 p.m. in the LRC Auditorium.
January 20 - Basketball vs. Tennessee Technological University in
Gentry Center. Women's game begins at 5:30 p.m., men's at 7:30 p.m.
January 21 - Christian Concert, 6 p.m. Humanities Bldg. Auditorium.
January 30 - Basketball vs. Murray State in Gentry Center. Women's
game begins at 5:30 p.m., men's at 7:30 p.m.

killed Lt. Oliver was not a

.45 caliber silver-tip, hol
low-point bullet, which
Workman was using.

It is veryprobable thatthe
FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF THE STATE decisive bullet
which
OF TENNESSEE
Qliver was not a .45

position witli a pro-death
penalty
>enalty platform, and says
says

sents the new "CareerConections" program, with focus presentations on
the 17th at the Avon Williams (downtown) campus and the 18-19th in the
www.tnstate.edu/careers, or call 963-5991.

sonable degree of medical
certainty, that the bulletthat

Sundquist (R) ran for his

January 17-19 - The Tennessee State University Career Center pre

emerged... intact," Sperry
Because of these findings
Sperry believes, to a rea

Tennessee Gov. Don

Campus Calendar

caliber.
according
to
Speny.
Now, even the jurors

Other Announcements

from Workman's original

• Volunteer counselors are needed at the Crisis Intervention Center, a

he will not stop any state

1981 trial have a wide

sponsored executions

range of views on the reso

24-hour hotline providing telephone counseling to people in crisis.
Training classes are offered for volunteers. Call Marsha or Melanie at

lution of the case. Juror

Annie Ashby believes that nothing could change the outcome.
Juror Emma Curry says that Workman deserves a new

trial if the X-ray is accurate. Juror Wardie Parks believes
Workman was poorly represented at the hearing and deserves
a new trial.

Linda Louise Springfield, tlie original jury's forewoman,
saidshe now believes Workman did not shoot Oliver and says

he should get a new trial. Juror Lany Townsel said he does
notthinkWorkman killed Oliver, and he deserves a new trial.*

298-3359 for more information.

• Free computer classes are offered at the Computer Learning Lab in
the Looby Branch ofthe Nashville Public Library. Classes offered include
Into to PC & Internet, Word Basics, Excel Basics, Intro to Powerpoint,
Intermediate Word and Intermediate Excel. Call 862-5867 to register.*
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Nashville celebrates the dream through march, convocation
focus on Dr. King's dream alone but also

Dr. Forest E. Harris,
American Baptist

be "awake" and mindful of his vision.

Coilege President,
King Convocation
Speaker

Smith institute of African-American

American BaptistCollege presi
dent and director of the Kelly Miller
Church Studies Dr. Forest E. Harris was

the keynote speaker for the commemora
tive program in the Gentry Center.
Dr. Harris whose speech was
entitled "A Nation with the Soul of

Martin Luther King," stressed the

By Cristalynne Dupree
Community View Writer

urgency in "writing the future for the
next generation and [be certain that] we
are not writing an obituary."

One thousand the Nashville commu

He compared the flaw in the

nity celebrated the Martin Luther King
Day Holiday by taking part in the annual
march down Jefferson Street.

engineering of the NASA spacecraft
Challenger that caused the tragic explo

A com

sion killing "racially diverse" group to
the "flaw in the 20-percent of American

memorative convocation in the TSU

Gentry Center followed the march.
During planning for the celebra-.
tion Tennessee State University president
Dr. James A. Hefner said, "The annual

citywide celebration gives us the oppor

tunity to honor the contributions of Dr.
King and his dream of equality for all
people."

The march began with members
of the Nashville community gathering at
various points near Jefferson Street

including PearJ-Cohn High School, Fisk
\3mvets\t^ attd Jefferson Street Baptist

PHOTO BVHILLARY S. CONDON

Many Tennessee State University students participated in the Martin
LutherKing, Jr. Day activities, and they carried hundreds of signs sup

lifestyle.

porting various causes.
American community...a lot has been

created in God's image."
Many marchers felt that mother
nature had been kind enough to provide

accomplished in the passed years. If that

"pleasant" 42-degree weather, a dramatic

for the Tennessee State student body.

temperatures that Nashville has experi

"Stay in school and get an education. It
is important to have credentials when
opportunity comes along."

The crowd included city offi
cials, community leaders as well as

While waiting for the other
marchers to join, members of the
Jefferson Street Baptist Church caravan
took the time to reflect on the great
strides in the Nashville community that
resulted due to visionary Dr. King.

Harper expressed her excitement about
the community movement, "[The march]
is important like never before...we
[must] prepare young people to carry on
our heritage. We must memorialize the

weren't tme then 1 probably wouldn't be
I the position that I'm in today."
Turner also had positive words

increase compared to the bone chilling
enced in the past weeks.

University family. Senator Thelma

He went on to label the problem

leader who reminded us that we are all

Church.

members of the Tennessee State

children that live in poverty. "When

flawed children grow-up they explode
into violence, drugs and a criminal

Other marchers, most of them

bom years after death of Dr. King, wait
ed patiently while listening to Dr. King's

martin

UTHER

famous "1 Have a Dream" speech deliv
ered under the shadow of the Lincoln

Emmett Turner, Nashville Chief of

Memorial in 1963.

Police, stated, "The march symbolizes
that there is unity in the African-

speaker, provided by Jefferson Street

The speech played over a loud
bookstore Alkebu-Lan Images, could be
heard for several blocks. King's voice

provided a bitter sweet welcome for the
mass of marchers approaching from
other points.
As the marchers all from a vari

ety of social and cultural backgrounds
Joined togetherto continue on to the
TSU Gentry Center, King's sense of
urgency could still be heard. "Go back
to Mississippi, go back to Alabama, go
back to Georgia, go back to Louisiana,
go back to the slums and the ghettos of

PHOTO BY HILLARY S. CONDON

Returning alumni like former SGA
President (1997-98) Johnnie Bond
also participated in the march and
convocation activities.

our northern cities, knowing that some
how this situation can and will be

PHOTO

changed. Let us not wallow in the val
ley of despair."
Alkebu-Lan Images employee
and 1992 TSU alumnus Sangogbiemi
Ajamu said that they decided to play
the speech because they, "wanted to
offer people a chance to hear a message
• that was offered to all people. [King]
BYHILLARY S.CONDON
,
i
j
i
was a phenomenal man and people

Forward, march! - Nashville Mayor Bill Purcell (left center), TSU President should be able to hear his message."
James A. Hefner (center) and Rev. Inman Otey (right) led the marchers to
Ajamu also said that people should not
TSU's Gentry Center from theJefferson Street Missionary Baptist Church.

and a "community responsibility" and
not "an individual problem."
Dr. Harris also challenged the
death penalty's faimess, labeling it "dis
proportionate." He cited statistics such
as the 48-percent of death row inmates
are White and 41-percent are Black.
However, Blacks only make of 12-per
cent of the US population.
He questioned the use of the

death penalty and urged the audience to

see "Local" on page 11
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World View
Politics

A civil rights lawsuit has been filed in Florida

on behalf of thousands of Blacks who say they
were denied the right to vote in the 2000 presiden
tial election.

The lawsuit asks a federal judge to eliminate
the punch-card ballots that caused dissension over
votes in several Florida counties, but does not ask
for a recount or overturn the election's final results.

The groups also claim that thousands of Blacks
were turned away from the polls in Rorida and that
many more were purged from voter registration
lists when they were legally registered.
About 17,000 letters were sent out, informing
people that they could not vote because they were
convicted felons, when in fact they were not.
World

AP FILE PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

NATO told reporters early this month that
there was only a small health risk associated with
the use of tank missiles coated with uranium. This

Environment

was amid a storm of controversy when peacekeep

Mike Dombeck, the new chief of the U.S.

Forest Service, has vowed to protect the old

ers in eastern Europe who worked with or near the
equipment contracted and died of leukemia.
Depleted uranium is used to coat missiles,

growth in western forests, like this ancient red>V-Q.Oid- being climbed by activist Btenda Sweet

shells and bullets because of its heavy armor and

(above).

impact.

its ability to release a fine, radioactive dust upon

This new promise is in addition to President
NATO Secretary-General George Robertson
Bill Clinton's new policy that now protects a third says the missiles are not dangerous.
"We have nothing to hide and everything to
of our national forests from timer operations.
After a record season of forest fires last sum

share," he said.

people are at an increased risk of developing
Alzheimer's disease between the ages of 75 arid 90
years.

Researchers do not know why these groups are

more prone to the disease. Other scientists have
suggested that the (hfference may lie in variations
in the size of the brain's blood vessels, and others
have blamed other health risks like strokes and

heart disease, for which Blacks and Hispanics are
also more at risk.

The White House

President Bill Clinton presented the
Presidential Citizen's Medal to boxing legend
Muhammad All at a White House ceremony early

mer, a small amount of logging is planned to
reduce the risk of wildfires in California, Nevada

REUTERS PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM

Health

and Colorado.

this month. Medals were awarded to 28 honorees

According to a new report issued by New
for their individual services in a variety of areas.*
York's Columbia University, Black and Hispanic

Local miriisters arid public celebrate

King's dream in convocation and march
Continued from previe us page

support theTennessee

The program,

sponsored by various
corporations and organi

Mehany Medical
College and Tennessee
State University.

Coalition to Abolish

MedPlus. Deli

State Killing's crusade to
end the death penalty
and grant clemency to

Computers, PepsiCo and

The King holi
day was established
nearly two decades after

the Metropolitan

he was assassinated in

Interdenominational

Memphis, Tennessee in

Philip Workman and

Church, included perfor
mances from the Village

other men and women on
death row in Tennessee.
Dr. Harris ended his

zations such as Access

1968. The idea of a holi

Drum and Dance

day was heavily scruti
nized by critics who

Ensemble and the

cited reasons such as a

speech with a plea that

Hunters Lane Show

"one day the nation will

Choir.

huge cost to taxpayers
and the isolation of King
from other historical fig

solve its flawed system

of justice and...refuse to

College trust
fund scholarship presen

live without justice."

tations were made to the

The crowd

responded with a stand
ing ovation.

American Baptist
College, Fisk University,

ures.

Michigan
Democratic

Representative John

Clje ileter
is searching for

Conyers, also known for
leading the argument for
repartions for slave

inspired staff writers,

descendants, first pre
sented legislation for
King's commemoration
four days after his death.
Despite the
heavy criciism President
Regan signed the
leglation that would end
the 15-year controversy

editors to work |
during the 2001-2002f

in November of 1983,

observing the third
Monday of January as
the official holiday. • .

photographers and ^
school year.
If interested, contact
Mia D. McNeil at
963-5652
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It's that time of year again Music Awards shows and nominations
singing? Britney toned down her perfor

By Sparkle Davis
Arts and Entertainment Editor

mance this time around - so instead of her

Favorite Band, Duo or Group
Soul/Rhythm & Blues Music Destiny's

taking off her clothes, maybe it was bet

Child
Favorite

ter for her dancers to dance in underwear.

It is that time of year again! Time to
see the stars walk the red carpet, kiss to
the cameras, embrace the paparazzi,
express their thank you's to the fans, and

"Wch them show off the latest fashions.
Yes, its awards time.

Between the months of January and
March, awards are given out to the
fullest. Whether it is for the Grammys or
the Academy Awards, it is every person
for themselves during this time.
The first to start of the New Year was

the American Music Awards, hosted by
Britney Spears and LL Cool J. This
year's show was only okay, just look at it
as an appetizer for the Grammys. The
performances were alright - okay, they
could have been better. Pink should have

drunk some tea before performing,
OutKast was great, but would have had
Xbe crowd on dveit feet if they would have
done "Bombs Over Baghdad."
Why did Ricky Martin take the
stage? And does Jessica Simpson know
the difference between screaming and

Aerosmith is always a treat but you
can't say too much about Marilyn Mason.
All of the country artists, like SheDaisy,
Martina McBride, and Billy Oilman, did
well. So did alternative rock group 3
Doors Down.

Female

Artist

Soul/Rhythm & Blues Music Toni
Braxton

Favorite Album Soul/Rhythm &
Blues Music Toni Braxton - Heat

Favorite New Artist Soul/Rhythm
& Blues Music Donell Jones

Last but not least, Jennifer Lopez.
Great routine, but she should never again
dance with ponytails in her hair. Still, I'm
sure Puffy was proud.
Even though the performances
weren't up to par, watching who wins the
awards was the best part. The winners

Favorite Male Artist Country
Music Tim McGraw

Favorite Female Artist Country
Music Faith Hill

Favorite Band, Duo or Group
Country Music Dixie Chicks

Favorite Album Coimtry Music

Favorite Artist Pop or Rock Music
Kid Rock

Favorite New Artist Country
Music Billy Gilman
Favorite Artist Rap/Hip-Hop

Favorite Band, Duo or Group Pop
or Rock Music Backstreet Boys
Favorite Female Artist Pop or

Music Dr. Dre

Rock Music Faith Hill

Creed

Favorite Album Pop or Rock
Music Creed—Human Clay
ArtislPop ot Rock

Enrique Iglesias

Music

Contemporary Celine Dion

3 Doors Down

Favorite Male Artist SouVRhythm
& Blues Music Brian McKnight

Favorite Artist Alternative Music

Favorite Artist
Favorite
Favorite

L.L. Cool J and Britney Spears host
ed the American Music Awards.

Faith Hill—Breathe

are:

PHOTO COURTESY OF ABC

Latin

Artist

Soundtrack

Impossible 2

Music
Adult
Mission

Award of Merit Janet Jackson

International

Artist

Award

Aerosmith

Now remember, this awards show is

only the appetizer to the Grammys. Will
Destiny's Child or Britney Spears bring
home a golden statuette?
It's been a great year for Creed - let's
hope that their luck will keep on running.
We'll see in February who goes home
happy or sad.*

Exhibit compiles art from HBCUs, shows "the Black experience
Continued from Page 8

This exhibit is truly unique, and not
only because it is one of the few to
include only Black artists.
The compilation of artwork is from
the private collections of six HBCUs,

spective of the Black
experience.

including Fisk University, Howard
University, Tuskegee University, North
Carolina Central University, Clark
University, and Hampton University.

whose work was wide

The project was in the works at Harlem's
The Studio Museum for three years
before it opened there in March 1999.
The exhibit has been on the road

since

July

1999,

traveling

to

Massachusetts, Chicago, and Atlanta
before stopping in Nashville.

Gallery of Art.

tle-known Black artists

ly unseen until now.
By showing that the
Black experience is
representative of the
American experience,
the

exhibit

buffers

societal assaults on the

importance of Black
cultural arts and histo
ry-

Norris also told The Tennessean that

Richard Powell of

'To Conserve a Legacy" offers "a view
that is shaped and informed by the reali
ty of Historically Black Colleges and
Universities, their founding, their educa

Yale University told
The

Tennessean,

tional missions, their relationships to a

would
American

source of visual history and offer the

community a new, often ignored per

'T

would hope that peo
ple who see this show

larger art community."
One of the many benefits of the

exhibit is that it showcases what a huge
Forever Free: Emancipation Visualized resource HBCUs are to the community
is one of the six themes of the exhibit, and the nation. The schools' private col
and is shown here through Edmonia
lections are invaluable as an altemative
Lewis's Forever Free, 1S67. It Is cur

rently inthe Howard University

The exhibit also

gives validation to lit

realize
art

is

an

exciting and thriving
enterprise. And that
A frican-Americans

have played a key role
in its creation."*

Aaron Douglas's 1944 masterpiece. Building More
Stately Mansions, is part of the new exhibit. It is also
in Fisk University's permanent coUection.
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The Director's Chair: Holiday movies unwrapped
worthy possibility.

^^

traits.

is now a father of two, a husband of 13

Never

tire salesman who works for his father-in-

Jack meets with conflict because he

years to a non-profit lawyer, an aspiring

: r fl

(.Tomorrow

law and a close friend to a neighborhood
of people he does not know. In addition
to his dilemma, no one remembers him

from his previous life as he tries to regain
his position as president of his own com
pany.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DIMENSION FILMS
.
, ««««
Omar Eppse (center) stars m
Dracula
2000.

The dialogue at times seems not
directed at the other actors but the audi

ence. A scene in the car, with Douglas and
one of his daughters' friends, is dead on in
the message it relays.
The film was able to intertwine the

characters stories very well, giving each

setting a distinctlook and feel. This film,
in my opinion, is the front-runner for Best

Traffic
Steven Soderbergh had a great year

giving us ^e critically acclaimed, Erin
Bwlcc/vich 'ifciia summcT, atamng Iviia
Roberts and now this tour de force look at

Basketball),
Waddeil

Justine

(Greaf

must give it all up to retum to his true life

awful script.

of loneliness.

New comer Sean Patrick Thomas

{Save the Last Dance) gave a mediocre

performance in the few minutes he was
on
screen.
Jerry Lee Miller
{Trainspotting) was the foremost least
credible of the cast of actors as his char
acter was a coward one minute and the

hero the next looking more like he was

This is a credit to the director and he

oiiy tJocmi two oot oi

ssi hxo

ertheless, as long a Craven possesses a

The film has an ensemble cast that

Traffic is not just dramatic but it has
everything you askfor in a film; comedy,
action, great acting and a great overall

includes Michael Douglas as the newly

story. If there is one word that can sum

film is released.

appointed drug czar and unwitting father
of a teenage drug addict, Don Cheadle as
as a Mexican cop who will do whatever

tions, sensitive scenes, and a believable
chemistry between Jack and his new fam
ily. A must see. Geno Ford

Miss Congeniality B

FBI agent who goes undercover in the
Miss United Slates beauty pageant to pre

venta group frombombing the event. But
Hart is not your typical ready-made

monopoly over the horror flicks, we will beauty queen, in fact the men who work
gamble every time a new Wes Craven
Jamarran E*mil Moss

Traffic upit would haveto be compelling!

The

Alan C. Beard

a wisecracking DrugEnforcement Agent,
Benicio Del Toro in an Oscar worthy turn

The Family Man is full of comedic
performances, realistic responses to situa

Picture at the Academy Awards this year. afraid of acting rather than being scared
It's about time Hollywood made a
This is the most enjoyable two hours and of Dracula.
film about how beauty pageants are por
When the name Wes Craven is
50 minutes I've spent at the movies. You
trayed in real life, but not as life threaten
attached
to a film, movie going audiences
won't even realize you've sat there that
ing. Sandra Bullock (Grade Hart) plays a
flock to see his motion pictures, which
long.

movies are actually benevolent, but nev

film, Traffic.

the possibihty that he could be a loving

Esposito {Summer of Sam) despite the

will also be rewarded, come Oscar time.

North American drug traffiking in the

After realizing that he has gained
more than he has lost. Jack grows to love

Expectations), and Jennifer father, husband and ftiend even though he

the picture, that it will continue to be a
constant in America.

EPPS {Love and

Family

Man

with her in the FBI unit thinks of as just
one of the guys.

So in order to pull off the operation,

her partner Victor Melling (Benjamin
Bratt), with the help of a couple of make

Wes Craven Presents

Dracula 2000,

D

up artists, transforms this ugly duckling
Nicholas Cage is Jack
Campbell, a wealthy day-

One of the most innovative yet

trader and womanizer who

inconsistent horror/suspense filmmakers

left his college sweetheart
and their marriage plans at
the airport 13 years before

of our time, Wes Craven unleashes a hor

rible attempt to the often-remade legend

into the beauty queen underneath.

of the immortal Dracula. Dracula 2000,

when faced with the decision

which was directed by director/editor
Patrick Lussier {Music of the Heart,
Prophecy), produced by Wes Craven
{Scream, A Vampire in Brooklyn), and
written by Joel Soisson {Hellraiser:
Inferno, Phantoms) combined to a create
a motion picture that was eye candy with

to give up his personal plans

time as Jack has a near -fatal

Dennis Quaid and Catherine Zeta-

out substance.

encounter with a mysterious

Jones star in Traffic.

The beginning of the movie was
enticing and kept me on the edge of ray
seat but as the movie progressed ray ten
sion developed into boredom and my
anticipated screams transformed into
anticipated yawns. In a modem effort to
portray the classic story of vampires it has
to contain not only exceptional cine
matography (by Peter Pau, The John Woo

figure played by Don Nicholas Cage with Makenzie Vega mITre

Collection), but it must contain a well-

faced and accept an uncomfortable yet Sparkle Davis •

PHOTO COURTESY OF USA FILMS

he has to in order to help stop the drug

problem, Douglas' wife Catherine ZetaJones as the wife of a drug smuggler, and
Dennis Quaid as their attorney. Cameos

by real-life government officials, as well
as stars like Salma Hayek and Benjamin
Bratt only add to this film's appeal.
Soderbergh doesn't try to preach to us
about the drug problem but rather paints

of success in London or to

remain with her and struggle
for the sake of love.
The film is set in New

York City during Christmas

Cheadle. Cheadle's character f^tnilyMan.

somehow casts a spell on

Jack which gives him a glimpse ofa par-

allel reality where Jack decided to give up

PHOTO COUTITESY OF UNIVERSAL PICTURES

This film is recommended for people
„manac-comedies with a little

Congeniality was

his success in order to marry his college

girlfriend, Kate. Indefinitely suspended „ell worth seeing,
in this redity, Jack is forced to come to

terms with the luxnnous life he has sacri-

3„^

^3, beauty is only skin deep!
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confident
f e s s i 0 n a 1

Prodigy
Deep

of

Mobb

HMLC

4

Armed with an infamous reputation
built from four Mobb Deep albums and
one of the most recognizable voices in
Ae industry, Mobb Deep's chief lyricist.
Prodigy, bombards his listeners with one
of the most impressive solo albums this

moments. Actually, every verse Prodigy
writes is laced with this combination.

Prodigy's versatility and mastery of his
voice is evidenced on the club-bangers
"Rock Dat" and "Do It", the early hiphop feel of "Infamous Minded", the dark,
subterranean feel of "Wanna Be Thugs"
featuring Havoc, and "Gun Play" featur
ing Big Noyd, the relationship commen
tary of "Trials of Love" featuring Mz.
Barz, the climactic title track "H.N.I.C",

#

PHOTO COURTESY OF VIBE MAGAZINE

means to be a true human with a fierce

yet fragile heart. Sade does not say a lot
and she does not say it loud but her words
carry various interpretations that may
require heavy analysis as she gives
details that will strike the emotional
PHOTO COURTESY OF XXL MAGAZINE

nerves of everyone within earshot of her

'rodigy

instrumental tone.

year. Though most of the songs on his

On her previous albums, Sade has
sung of her emotional experiences over
jazzy compositions, but she has since

debut were recorded in between record

ing sessions for Mobb Deep's 1999
album Murda Muzik, Prodigy did not
give us album filler, instead he offers a
detailed and entertaining view from his
perspective of New York life.

Unlike his previous efforts, which
were produced primarily by his Mobb
Deep partner. Havoc, Prodigy enlists the
additional help from lesser known but
equally effective beat-makers: The
Alchemist (producer of last Fall's radio

and the heartfelt "You Can Never Feel

My Pain."
The latter is a sample of what

Prodigy's anguish is like being a carrier
of sickle cell anemia, featuring two hard
and gripping verses filled with the ago
nizing details of his pain.
Overall, H.N.I.C is a thorough listen
with 13 of the 17 main tracks being note
Geno Ford
worthy.

Sade Lover's Rock

3

anthem without a chorus, the menacing

"Keep it Thoro"), Nashiem Myrick,
Rockwilder, EZ El-Pee, Ric Rude, Just

Blaze, Bink Dogg and Hangmen 3.
Prodigy even gets behind the production
boards himself on two of the dopest
tracks on the album, the catchy vocal and

violin sample of "Can't Complain" and
the B.G. of the Ca$h Money
Millionaires-assisted "Y.B.E (Young
Black Entrepenuers)."

stretched her sound outward on Lover's
Rock.

On this album, Sade somehow man

ages venture beyond her experiences to
become a spokesperson for everyone
who has ever been a victim of love, lying
and lust and everyone who has ever tast
ed happiness, hurt and hate. Her voice
moans over the pillows of Sweetback's
plush arrangements of strings, bass,
acoustic guitars, and keyboards. It is
obvious that Sweetback has modified

After eight years and four multi-plat
inum albums, Sade returns with her band,
Sweetback, to welcome us back to her

moody haven where love equals uncon
ditional devotion and the ultimate sacri

fice is just a daily ritual in pleasing your
partner. It is here in this place of smoky
aromas and simplistic, sensual sound-

scapes that Sade shares with us what it

Song" and "Immigrant."
Song," her words intensify
the slavemasters, "I pray I
you what you have done

On "Slave
as she tells
don't do to
to me/...I'll

teach my children to reach for the light
continuously."
Sade should be respected for not

using the same formula and daring to
improve their already patented sound
without compromising their effect and
purpose in order to cater to radio saturat
ed audiences. Only here, on Lover's
Rock will you fmd rhythmic romance and
thoughtful imagery so effortlessly mar
ried. Hopefully we will not have to wait
another eight years to visit Sade's world
again. Geno Ford

Nas

and

111

Will

Records present
QB Finest 3,5

Sade's sound into a more minimalist

song structure steeped in bass-heavy
Reggae and hip-hop drum patterns, with
occasional decorations of vocal samples
and scratches featured on such songs as
"Flow," "Every Word," "Someone
Already Broke My Heart" and "King of

On this compilation, Nas assembles
his entire Queensbridge entourage to
contribute quality joints to his latest
release on his newly-formed Nas and 111
Will Records.

Nas follows suit with

Sorrows."

other well-known artists who have pro
vided exposure for their lesser-known

Sade also carves her niche for repre
senting the human condition on "Slave

Sec "Compact" on Page 15
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a meter minute:

Klmberly Elise
Hollywood and make movies." {Essence,

By Brooke Weathersbee
Arfs & Entertainment Writer

Kiraberly Elise sure did set it off with
her sudden calm and dignified persona, as
she appeared in such movies a s Ser it Off
alongside Jada Pinkelt-Smith. Vivica A.
Fox. ajtd Queen Latifali, Tooi Morrison's

Beloved, Bait with the funny man Jamie
Foxx, and the up and coming Bojangles
also starring Gregory Hines. This 33year-old mother of two, AjaBleu, 10 and
Jaela Rose, 2, and wife to the extremely
supportive Maurice Elise. has always had

January 2001) This is exactly what
Kimberly did. Balancing motherhood,
marital duties, and aspiring to be an
actress wasn't always smooth sailing for
Elise.

Her transition to the big screen con
sisted of her moving to Los Angeles from
her home town of Wayzata, Minn., per
forming in local plays and doing other

small gig's which allowed her to pay her
way through college, and receiving her
feelings of confidence and indestructibili
ty in her acting skills due to graduating
from AFI (American Film Institute).
Her skill of becoming the character
and absorbing directors and audiences
praise, enables her to continue in the
blessings of her profession and perfoim
her passion and purpose.*

Fraternities • Sororities

Clubs • Student Groups

the drive and ambition to become an
actress.

PHOTO COURTESY OF ESSENCE MAGAZINE

Kimberly Elise

Her husband says, '"When we first
met, she said she wanted to go to

Compact Discussions
Continued from Page 14

Earn $l,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quick
ly; so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com.

Queensbridge. Nas also sets it on "Find
Ya Wealth", one of the recovered and

cohorts (i.e. Jay-Z, 2Pac,Twista) by play
ing a low-key but ever present role - being

remixed tracks from the bootleg version of
his 1998 album,"! Am...". Other stand-out

on only seven of the albums 16 cuts.
To assist him in his mission to give
back to his native borough, Queensbridge,
New York, Nas gathered other notorious
QB natives such as Capone-N-Noreaga,

tracks include Capone-N-Noreaga's "Our
Way", Nature's "Fire", and "Power Rap"
an lengthy interlude featuring Prodigy
fromMobb Deepdoing whathe does best,
rocking a venomous verse without a cho
Mobb Deep, Nature, Craig G., MC Shan, rus. The newest QB hopeful, Mr.
Big Noyd, Shante, Tragedy and Cormega Challish, provides the dopest track from
and uses their marquee names to give an amatuer on his get-rich motto and
notice to the up and coming Mr. Challish, acronym, "Money", which features the
Millenium Thug, The Bravehearts, Littles, catchiest hook and beat on the album, over
Lord Black, Poet, Rue, Pop and Iman which Challish chants, "Money Over
Thug.
Ni@@as, Especially You." Even Juice
The album opens with the more rec Crew representative, and old-school
ognizable rappers setting the pace on "Da freestyle champion Craig G. retums to
Bridge 2001" featuring their modem vers fame on "We Break Bread", arguably one

es over a replica ofMarley Marl and MC

of his nicest verses since The Juice Crew's

Shan's original beat. Three of the lesser The Symphony. But the tightest cut and
known

emcees:

Jungle,

Poet and

mainreason to buy (or bum) this album is

Cormega, try a similar approach on the duet between Nas and Prodigy, "Self
"Straight Outta Q.B" a derivative of Conscience," a creative topic which pits
N.W.A's "Straight Outta Compton." Most eachemcee againsttheir betterhalves over
ofthe songs on this album have tight pro an addictive head-nodder providedby the
duction except for this and the annoying Infinite Arkatechz.
chorus of The Bravehearts

Oochie

Wally."

QB Finest's polished production by
Trackmaster's L.E.S and Mobb Deep's

Nas then steps in and manages to Havoc givethe artistssolid soundtracks to

anchor every song he is on, highlighting better showcase their verses, thus making
the true skills ofRue, Pop and Millenium a complete package and impressive com
Thug on the tracks "Real Ni@@as", pilation. Judging from the successes of
"Street Glory", "Kids in the PJ's" and Queensbridge representatives: Nas,
"Teenage Thug."You can tell from analy

Capone-N-Noreaga, Mobb Deep, Prodigy,

sis that Nas has returned to his early-

and Nature, expect more quality product

Ulmatic roots as he gives well-delivered to come from this New York borough.
and observant verses depicting the images Geno Ford*
he has witnessed growing old in

I
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Ravens just too much for Titans
BAL: 24
TEN: 10
By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
The Baltimore Ravens defeated the

Tennessee Titans in their own backyard
•t^ain on Jan. 7. This time the stakes were
higher, as the Ravens upset the AFC's top
seed and moved on to Oakland for the

AFC Championship. The Titans matched
the Ravens for the first three quarters of
the game, but a combination of luck and
defense in the fourth secured Baltimore's

victory.
The Titans, with three consecutive
shutouts under their belts, and the fans,

unimpressed by Baltimore's self-pro
claimed "best defense in the NFL," came

to Adelphia Coliseum ready for a victory,
and the first quarter looked promising.

special team
plays also

Eleven plays of the Titans inching
through the Ravens defensive line gave
Eddie George his only touchdown of the

cost

game.

Titans criti

Baltimore's trash-talking defensive
line went toe-to-toe with the mild-man

nered, baby-faced George throughout the
game, but at the end, only a true Music
City Miracle could have saved the Titans.
George remained the star of the game
until the fourth quarter began with the

the

cal losses in

yardage,
adding up to

40 yards in
the

most

crucial parts
of the game.
This

score tied at 10-10.

In the fourth quarter, Baltimore
scored two touchdowns, making it nearly
impossible for the Titans to bounce back.

marked the

The first was on a blocked field goal and

f

90-yard return by Anthony Mitchell.

Tennessee

The touchdown also marked the first

game

second loss
o

r

in 18 home

time that the dropping of a pin could be

games.

heard in the sold-out coliseum.

Both losses

The second touchdown run was a

were to the

result of a 50-yard interception return by
Ray Lewis, as Titans quarterback Steve
McNair, coming back from two nearinjuries, threw the ball behind Eddie
George. Penalties on Dainon Sidney's

Baltimore

Ravens, and

both games
could

have

been saved
with

an

accurate

kick

from

precarious
kicker

Al

Del Greco.

lion to the

photo courtesy oftheTennessee titans

blocked

field

goal Even Eddie George, theTennessee Titans' previously unstop-

that resulted pable star running back, coxild not field the trash-talking
in

a defense of the Baltimore Ravens.

Baltimore

,

touchdown, Del Greco missed a critical

31-yard field goal in the second quarter.
Despite the problems with Del
Greco, Titans head coach Jeff Fisher

stuck by his kicker in a post-game press
conference.

"I'm an Al Del Greco fan," he said

after refusing to specifically discuss Del
Greco's future with the franchise. "I have

Fisher also said that the Titans did

exactly what they needed to do in this
game, but Baltimore was simply the bet
ter team.

"I would not change a thing, a play
er, or a call," he said. "If you look at the
statistics, we did exactly what we needed

to do." In the end it wasn't quite enough.*

Want A

Challenge?
OFFICER

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Enroll in the Air Force Officer Traning School. In just 12
weeks, as a connmissioned officer, you'll enjoy great pay,
complete medical and dental care, 30 days of vacation each
year, plus the opportunity to travel and see the world.

WTodiscover how highacareer in
the Air Force can take you, call

PHOTO COI.JRTESV OF SPORTS ILLUSTRATED

1-800-423-USAF, or visit our
website at www.airforce.com

Ray Lewis moves in tointercept an errant Steve McNair pass toEddie

George. This turned out to bethe decisive play of the Titans season.

U.S. AIR FORCE

»

no reason not to stand behind Al."
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He had a hole in his tummy.
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A bullet hit him.

I saw red grass.
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A gun was in the garage.
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1 didn't mean to s\ioot daddy's gun.
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I didn't mean to shoot daddy's gun.
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An unlocked gun could be tbe death of your family.
Please lock up your gun.
wwyv.unloadandlock.com
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Longtime security guard. Tigers escort memorialized
Trooper John Mann, shown here escorting the TSU Tigers onto the Adelphia Coliseum football
field, was killed in the line of duty over the winter holidays. Mann was an important and appreelated member of the TSU family, and he will be missed.

Now that s smarts

Interested in

Sports writing?

Dawn Gales

Men's Basketball: Barry Bryant

By Alan C. Beard

Women's Basketball: Lakairiona K.

Sports Editor

Brunson, Tiffany Dashiell, and Tamara

The word is out.

Tennessee State

University athletes don't just excel on the
playing field, but also in the classroom.
TSU athletes, have the second-highest

Come by ® I) c
iWctcr office
(Kean Hall, Suite

combined grade point average as compared
to the average, for the entire student popu
lation in the Ohio Valley Conference. 26

Editor Alan C.

Comnussioner's Honor Roll. You must

have at least a 3.35 GPA to be on the list. It

is a pleasure to announce those students

Congratulations

who made the list.

Men's Track: Jonathon Embry,
Christopher Johnson, Damon Ross
Softball: Tracy Bonner, Sarah Davis,
Volleyball: Carla Allen, Catrina
Hewlett, Angle Reed
Men's Tennis: Ramsey Covington,
Kwadjo Glenn
Golf;

Per

Nilsson

and

Fredrik

Thuresson

Women's Track: Trevis Boyd and Kira

Beard at 963-5555

in dieir athletes the importance of school
before sports. Being able to balance them
botli, will only make TSU athletes, that
much stronger on their respective playing
fields. Keep up the good work!

TSU sludents were named to the 1999-2000

Andrea House, Brandi McClain

304), or call Sports

Washington
The coaches of these programs should
be commended as well. They have instilled

Harvey
f^tball: Ike Boone, Lamar Carter,

Ande Durojaiye, and Lany Henderson Jr.
Women's Tennis: Julia Davis and

to all of our
Honor Roll

Athletes!

iHctcr and

TSU Family are
very proud of
you!

January 17, 2001
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Up on Deck:

TSU bids farewell to a legend
By Alan C. Beard
Sports Editor

Maybe Joe Gilliam Jr. should have

been a baseball pitcher. I wonder. After

looking at some of his highlights, his
release reminds me a lot of Atlanta

Braves ace Greg Maddux. Like Maddux

on the diamond, Gilliam's arm was very
accurate in the pocket.

This arm of Joe's would eventually
take him where no Black man had gone
before. His arm was fust put on display

cocaine-induced heart attack, it is the

(Above) Joe Gilliam as a
trainer at the "Joe Gilliam
Football Camp" at TSU
last June. Gilliam taugjit

strength of his spirit that should be

football fundamentals

here in Nashville. But in the wake of his

December death, reportedly due to a

and techniques to 200
yoimgsters, ages 13-17.
(Right) "Jefferson Sfreef
Joe Gilliam in the 1970's
as a quarterback for the
Pittsbugli Sleelers.

remembered.

Gilliam was born in Charleston,

W.Va., on Dec. 29, 1950. He graduated
from Pearl High School in Nashville in
1966. Before he came to break records at

TSU, he went to Lane College in
Jackson, Tenn.

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE PmSBUCH STEELEBS

name "Jefferson Street Joe" after

While in the starting quarterback

Eastman/ Kodak company and the

position at TSU from 1968-1972, Gilliam
won 44 games, lost five and tied once.

Associated Press.

He was a two-time Black College
Player of the Year in 1971 and in his final

In 1970, he was named first team

All-American by the Pittsburgh Courier.

season here at TSU in 1972.

He again received this accolade in 1971

While here he was given the nick-

from the Pittsburgh Courier, as well as

the street that runs near campus.
Playing under legendary coach

"Big" John A. Merritt, the legend
says he was given the name
because "Broadway" Joe Namath

Ifavorite sports moments
was already taken.

Gilliam said in an inter

view last May that his

were being undefeated his
junior year at TSU, when
the Tigers won the Rice
Bowl, and opening day in

KVELOPMEf

1974 when he started for

the

Steelers

against

Baltimore.

Professional Actor Training
120 Madison Ave.

NY, NY 10016

The

American

ate 'em up."

Gilliam was drafted in the

1-800-463-8990

1
'Jefferson Street Joe" Gilliam (right) in

11th round of the NFL by _

1336 North La Brea Ave.

of Dramatic
Arts

Hollywood, CA 90028
1-800-222-2867

Hollywood • New York
www.aada.org

www.aada.org

"It took me a quarter to
settle down," he said of the
latter, "and when I did, we

Audition
in Nashville, March 1
• Accredited Two-Year

Professional Training Program • Financial Aid
• Six-Week Summer School
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l/Vhere it matters most
As one of the world's leading diversified technology companies, we're breaking new ground in every

thing from defense and commercial electronics, and business aviation and special
mission aircraft. As a Raytheon employee, you'll contribute to the development of exciting,

revolutionary technology designed to make life better, easier, and safer throughout the world.
Such as our STARS air traffic control system. And our award-winning Nigh6ight™ technology.
But it all starts with you, Your creativity. Your knowledge and innovation. And enthusiasm
about the future. In return, we offer exceptional training and professional development oppor
tunities. Asupportive, down-to-earth work environment And incredible benefits including flexi

Opportunities are available for exceptional students with the following majors:
•
•
•
•

Computer Science
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

• Math

• Physics
• Chemical Engineering
• Aeronautical Engineering
• Finance/Accounting

Industrial and Labor
Relations

Marketing/Communications
Management

• Human Resources

Check out our Website at WWW.rayjobS.COm/caiUpUS for further information including acalendar

of recruiting events. At Raytheon, we strive to be the employer of choice for adiverse workforce by attracting, retaining, and
recognizing the most talented, resourceful and creative people.

ble schedules designed to-respect your quality oflife.

So you can stiil show offall those great qualities ofyours outside of work, too.
We'll be visiting your campus soon —contact your career placement office for information on
schedules and toarrange for an interview. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your
resume to: E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com (ASCII text only; no attachments). Raytheon
Company, Attn: National Staffing Data Center, P.O. Box 660246, MS-201, Dallas, TX
75266. U.S. Citizenship may berequired. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Bringing technology to the edge

Raytheon

